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Abstract: Vegetation plays a key role in partitioning energy at the surface. Meteorological and Climate
Models, both global and regional, implement vegetation using two parameters, the vegetation fraction
and the leaf area index, obtained from satellite data. In most cases, models use average values for a
given period. However, the vegetation is subject to strong inter-annual variability. In this work, the
sensitivity of the near surface air temperature to changes in the vegetation is analyzed using a regional
climate model (RCM) over the Iberian Peninsula. The experiments have been designed in a way that
facilitates the physical interpretation of the results. Results show that the temperature sensitivity
to vegetation depends on the time of year and the time of day. Minimum temperatures are always
lower when vegetation is increased; this is due to the lower availability of heat in the ground due
to the reduction of thermal conductivity. Regarding maximum temperatures, the role of increasing
vegetation depends on the available moisture in the soil. In the case of hydric stress, the maximum
temperatures increase, and otherwise decrease. In general, increasing vegetation will lead to a higher
daily temperature range, since the decrease in minimum temperature is always greater than the
decrease for maximum temperature. These results show the importance of having a good estimate
of the vegetation parameters as well as the implications that vegetation changes due to natural or
anthropogenic causes might have in regional climate for present and climate change projections.

Keywords: regional climate; land surface models; hydric stress; surface canopy parameterization

1. Introduction

Vegetation is a key parameter in land surface processes contributing to the evolution of
the planetary boundary layer of the atmosphere. Vegetation, soil and atmosphere interact in
several ways by exchanging heat, momentum and moisture as well as modifying physical
properties at the surface and soil such as albedo, thermal conductivity, etc., influencing
regional climate. The role of vegetation on such processes has been widely studied in
large-scale [1–3], regional [4–7] and mesoscale models [8–10].

Vegetation is described in models by three main parameters; the green vegetation
fraction, the leaf area index (LAI) and the vegetation class [11]. The green vegetation
fraction, also know as fraction of vegetation cover (FVC), represents the horizontal density
of live vegetation. FVC is calculated through the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) and several algorithms have been developed for this task [12]. LAI quantifies the
vertical density of vegetation cover and can be calculated from NDVI index, although NDVI
has limited sense to LAI values greater than 3–4. FVC and LAI are not entirely independent
parameters, depending on how LAI is defined. In this way, a quadratic relationship
between NDVI and FVC is more suitable when LAI is less than 3 [13,14]

The role of FVC in numerical weather and climate models is crucial, since it deter-
mines how energy is partitioned between latent (LE) and sensible (H) heat flux at surface.
By means of LE, the water available in soil and vegetation is released to the atmosphere.
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FVC defines how total evaporation (E) is partitioned into soil evaporation and plants tran-
spiration [15,16]. Increasing FVC in a certain surface area results in enhancing transpiration
and decreasing soil evaporation under the same soil moisture condition. In addition, FVC
also has some implications in the ground heat transport since soil thermal conductivity
(Kt) is moduled by FVC [17] in some land surface models (LSMs).

Matsui et al. [18] analyze several key issues regarding the spatial and temporal variabil-
ity of FVC. FVC is calculated through NDVI and several algorithms have been developed
for this task; simple linear [19], quadratic [13], etc. These models as well as the various
NDVI database available produce some uncertainty in the estimation of FVC that influ-
ence climate simulations [12,16,20]. On the other hand, some differences are also found
when comparing climatological FVC datasets (constant monthly values, [19]) with those
that account for temporal evolution. In the latter, the wet-dry year variability provides a
substantial temporal and spatial FVC heterogeneity. This issue has been treated profusely
on regional climate modeling [16,20–23]. Therefore, there are several key points related to
the FVC data employed in regional climate modeling that introduce some uncertainties in
climate simulations.

Thus, it is relevant to quantify how the variations of the FVC affect the prediction of the
regional climate models (RCMs) as well as to identify the main physical factors involved.
This quantification must be carried out under ideal conditions for a simpler explanation of
physical processes and trying to cover both different times of the year and soil moisture
conditions that allow addressing a wide range of cases. Therefore, it is desirable that the
study situation and area include a high range of soil moisture conditions. The Iberian
Peninsula (IP) is characterized by a high climatic and bioclimatic variability. Located as
the western limit of the Mediterranean arc and bordering the desert areas of Africa, its
complex orography and its position in relation to the North Atlantic storm track lead to
a remarkable diversity of regional climatic conditions [24,25], with annual precipitation
ranging from 2000 to 200 mm/y.

The main goal of this study is to analyze the impact changing FVC in a RCM. For this
task the Noah LSM [26] coupled to a climate version of the MM5 model [27] is used over a
domain covering the IP. The work focuses on the sensitivity of temperature to changes in
FVC, by means of two one year long simulations with different values of constant FVC in
time and space.

2. Methods and Data
2.1. Land Surface Model

LSMs provide the boundary conditions at the land-atmosphere interface (e.g., surface
temperature and fluxes, albedo). Their role is partitioning available energy at the surface
into sensible and latent heat flux components and rainfall into runoff and evaporation.
In addition they update state variables which affect surface fluxes (e.g., snow cover, soil
moisture, soil temperature). They are key component of climate models.

This section focuses on the effect of the parameterized FVC in different modules of
the Noah LSM related to hydraulic and thermodynamic processes. This LSM is based on
the coupling of the diurnally dependent Penman potential evaporation approach of [28],
the multilayer soil model of [29], and the primitive canopy model of [30]. It has been
extended by [31] to include the modestly complex canopy resistance approach of [15,32].
Noah model consists of one canopy layer and prognoses; soil moisture (SM) and temper-
ature (ST) in the soil layers, water stored on the canopy, and snow stored on the ground.
The soil model has four soil layers those thickness are 0.1, 0.3, 0.6, and 1.0 m (total depth
2 m). This configuration permits to capture the daily, weekly, and seasonal evolution of SM
and ST and also to mitigate the possible truncation error due to discretization. The root
zone is 1 m depth. The lower 1-m soil layer acts like a reservoir with a gravity drainage at
the bottom.
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2.1.1. Soil Thermodynamics

Soil thermodynamics are treated by the usual diffusion prognostic equation for soil
temperature (T):

C(Θ)
∂T
∂t

=
∂

∂z
(Kt(Θ)

∂T
∂z

) (1)

where z and t denote depth soil and time respectively. The volumetric heat capacity C and
the thermal conductivity Kt are formulated as functions of volumetric soil water content
Θ (fraction of unit soil volume occupied by water). C is linearly related to Θ and Kt is a
highly nonlinear function of Θ that increases by several orders of magnitude from dry to
wet soil conditions [33]. The layer-integrated form for the ith soil layer is:

∆ziCi
∂Ti
∂t

= (Kt
∂T
∂z

)zi+1 − (Kt
∂T
∂z

)zi (2)

The prognosis of Ti is performed using the fully implicit Crank–Nicholson scheme.
In the top layer the last term in Equation (2) represents ground heat flux (G), an important
component in the surface energy balance and is computed using the surface skin tempera-
ture (Tg). G is the upper boundary condition for the soil thermodynamic model. Therefore:

Kt(
∂T
∂z

)z=0 = G (3)

The gradient at the bottom of the model (assumed to be 3 m below ground surface) is
computed using the bottom boundary temperature that is calculated as the annual mean
surface air temperature.

Kt is a function of soil texture and increases by increasing SM content. The effect of
increasing Kt is a larger G leading to a more damped diurnal signal of surface temperature.

In the presence of a vegetation layer, G is reduced because of the lower Kt through
vegetation [17]. The explicit approach of [34] states that the soil thermal conductivity under
vegetation (Kv) is reduced in respect to the “bare soil” value (Kt) by an exponential function
of the Leaf Area Index (LAI). The Noah LSM adopted a similar formulation using the
FVC where:

Kveg = Ktexp(−βvegFVC) (4)

where βveg is an empirical coefficient equal to 2.0.

2.1.2. Soil Hydrology

The total evapotranspiration (E) from the soil canopy surface, used in the single
surface energy balance, is given by

E = Edir + Ec + Et (5)

where Edir is the direct evaporation from the top shallow soil layer, Ec is the evaporation
of precipitation intercepted by the canopy and Et is the transpiration through canopy
and roots. FVC is critical in partitioning E in these three components [26]. The direct
evaporation from the ground surface adopts a simple linear method [35]:

Edir = (1 − FVC)βEp (6)

where
β =

Θ1 − Θw

Θre f − Θw
(7)

where Ep is the potential evaporation, Θre f is the volumetric water field capacity, Θw
denotes the wilting point and Θ1 accounts for the volumetric water content in the upper
soil layer. Ep is the diurnally Penman potential evaporation following [28] that includes the
influence of atmospheric stability on turbulent transport of water vapor. Edir can reach the
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potential evaporation rate when the SM at the surface is rather moist and FVC is negligible.
Note that direct evaporation can only proceed at the rate by which the top soil layer can
transfer water from below. This is controlled by Θre f and Θw reference values that depend
upon the soil type and are determined from the soil database used [29,33].

The wet canopy evaporation is modeled as

Ec = FVC Ep(
Wc

S
)0.5 (8)

where, Wc is intercepted canopy water content and S is the maximum canopy capacity.
The intercepted canopy water budget depends on precipitation P, the rate of precipitation
reaching the ground D, and evaporation Ec, being

∂Wc

∂t
= FVC P − D − Ec

The transpiration rate released by the canopy (Et) is based on the potential evaporation
(Ep) and is controlled by plant stress through time-dependent canopy resistance index (Rc)
and the intercepted canopy water content (Wc) :

Et = FVC EpBc[1 − (
Wc

S
)0.5] (9)

here Bc is a function of canopy resistance and (Wc)/Sn) and serves as a weighting factor to
suppress Et in favor of Ec as the canopy surface becomes wetter [31]. Bc is defined as

Bc =
1 + ∆

Rr

1 + RcCh
+

∆

Rr
(10)

where Ch is the surface exchange coefficient for heat and moisture, ∆ depends on the
slope of the saturation specific humidity curve and Rr is a function of the surface air
temperature. The canopy resistance, Rc, follows the formulation of [15] and is a function
of solar radiation deficit (F1) ,vapor pressure deficit (F2), air temperature deficit (F3) , SM
deficit (F4), minimum stomatal resistance (Rcmin) and leaf area index (LAI):

Rc =
Rcmin

LAIF1F2F3F4
, (11)

where
F1 =

Rcmin/Rcmax + f
1 + f

, (solar radiation deficit) (12)

F2 =
1

1 + hs[qs(Ta)− qa]
, (vapor pressure deficit) (13)

F3 = 1 − 0.0016(Tre f − Ta)
2, (air temperature deficit) (14)

F4 =
3

∑
i=1

(Θi − Θw)dzi
(Θre f − Θw)(dz1 − dz2)

, (soil moisture deficit) (15)

where f = 0.55 Rg
Rgl

2
LAI , qs(Ta) is the saturated water vapor mixing ratio at the temperature

(Ta), Rcmax is the cuticular resistance of the leaves (set to 5000 sm−1) and dZi is the depth of
the specific soil layer. Note that F1, F2, F3 and F4 are constrained between 0 and 1, therefore
the smaller value of Fi the larger impact on Rc (see [26] for details).

The canopy resistance provides an important link in the soil-vegetation-atmosphere
continuum and describes the resistance of vapour flow through the transpiring canopy.
The inclusion of canopy resistance avoid the overestimation of evaporation in wet periods.
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In this manner, the water retained in the deep soil can be drawn up from the root zone,
releasing this water storage in follow-on dry periods. This point is critical in simulations
of longer seasonal evolution of evaporation and for simulating properly the diurnal and
seasonal cycles.

The most important factor in modulating the canopy resistance in semiarid regions
is the soil moisture deficit (F4) [18]. A nonlinear SM stress function is implemented to
take into account the sub-grid variability of SM, whose content is rarely homogeneous in
nature. In this way, the evaporation can be maintained beyond the wilting point and can
be reduced when the averaged SM is near the field capacity.

It is important to note that the drying cycle timescales of Edir or Ec versus Et are quite
different. Edir and Ec represent fast changing evaporation due to small water capacity
and low resistance, while the higher resistance of Et combined with the deep root zone,
maintain relatively high evaporation for several weeks or more, depending on the last
significant rainfall [31].

2.1.3. Surface Energy Balance

The surface energy balance equation (Equation (16)) indicates that the net incoming
radiation at the surface (Rnet) is balanced by H, LE and G.

Rnet + H + LE + G = 0 (16)

The evaporative fraction EF provides a clear idea of the contribution of turbulent
energy fluxes to the whole energy balance.

EF =
LE

LE + H
(17)

Note that in our experiments, albedo and emissivity have the same values in both
experiments. Therefore, changes in Rnet are not influenced by changes in surface radia-
tion properties.

2.2. Experiments Description

Our experiment design consist of two one year long runs (plus spin-up) where FVC
has a constant value in time and space of 90% (FVC90) and 30% (FVC30). For the sake
of simplicity, land use has been set to constant (Cropland-Woodland mosaic) in both
experiments. In this manner, the physical parameters such as albedo, roughness length,
emissivity and thermal inertia, remains the same in both experiments, making easier the
attribution of changes to FVC.

The spatial configuration consists of two-way nested domains with 30 and 10 km
horizontal resolution respectively (Figure 1) and 24 sigma levels in the vertical up to
100 mb. ERA-Interim reanalysis [36] are used to provide initial and boundary condition
which are updated every six hours. The physics configuration consist of Grell cumulus
scheme [37], Simple Ice for microphysics [38], Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM)
radiation scheme [39] and the Medium-Range Forecast (MRF) Planet Boundary Layer
parameterization [40].

The runs have been performed for the year 1995 (considered as a dry year) with 4 ad-
ditional months of spin-up period. This spin-up period guarantee that soil variables reach
a dynamical equilibrium [41]. The RCM used here, employing similar configurations, has
proved to provided satisfactory results while simulating the climate over the IP [25,42–45].
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Figure 1. RCM spatial domains. Mother domain, D1 (30 km), and inner domain, D2 (10 km).
Topography of the spatial domains.

3. Results

The analysis of differences (FCV90-FVC30) of the averaged minimum, mean and
maximum temperature over the whole year (see Figure 2) shows that the temperature in
the simulation with the highest FVC is always colder. The differences range from 0.2 to
2.2 ◦C. The pattern of differences reveals that the greatest changes occurs in the valleys of
the great rivers and inland flat areas. In the case of maximum temperatures, the differences
present a spatial pattern characterized by a positive change in the south-east half of the
domain and a negative change in the North of the domain, with differences ranging
between −0.5 and 0.5 ◦C. For minimum temperatures, the spatial pattern of the differences
is very similar to that of mean temperatures but much more intense, with differences
reaching 4 ◦C. The spatial pattern of minimum temperature differences is related with the
places where the denser cold air accumulates by gravity drainage. Meanwhile, the pattern
of maximum temperature differences fits wet and dry areas. However, there is a large
spatial variability along the year of such patterns. In summer, coastal Mediterranean areas
show negative differences instead of the expected positive differences. This can be due to
the enhancement of sea-breeze circulation related to the higher maximum temperatures
inland. It is worth mentioning that the model has an idealized homogeneous land cover
(cropland), which also explains the reasonably homogeneous patterns of the differences.

Figure 2. Differences between FVC90-FVC30 experiment for (a) minimum, (b) mean, and (c) maximum daily temperature
(◦C) averaged over the whole period. Black contours denote the topography.

Below, we analyze the sensitivity to FVC for different times of the year and hours of
the day. Figure 3 shows the air temperature at 2 m (T2m) at noon (12 UTC) (Figure 3a) and
midnight (00 UTC) (Figure 3b) for each experiment and their differences for the central
month of each season.
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Figure 3. T2m (◦C) for experiments FVC90 and FVC30 and their differences at 12 UTC (a) and at 00 UTC (b) for January,
April, July and October.

At night the difference patterns are almost the same along the year. They are coincident
with the minimum temperature pattern shown above. However, the intensity depends
on the time of the year, being much larger in summer (up to 5 ◦C) that in winter (up to
1 ◦C ). On the other hand, the temperature difference patterns at midday strongly change
along the year. In winter, temperature differences are small, in Spring are negative in all
areas, while in Summer and Autumn some important differences appear between the north
(negative) and south (positive) of the domain. Therefore, the effect of changing FVC on
temperature is quite variable and depends on the time of day and season as well as on the
surface properties.

3.1. Analysis of Surface Energy Fluxes

During the day, the temperature variations depend on the partitioning between H
and LE. Figure 4a shows the differences between FVC90 and FVC30 for LE, H and EF at
midday. During January and specially in April, LE is higher in FVC90, leading to lower
values of H in most parts of the domain. However, this behaviour reverses in July and
October in all areas of the domain but in the North. The obtained patterns correlate well
with the changes obtained for maximum temperature (Figure 3a) and temperature at mid-
day (Figure 3b). The spatial correlation with the differences of the sensible heat fluxes are
0.0 for January, 0.89 for April 0.89, 0.87 for July and 0.65 for October.

During the night, temperature changes depend on the availability of the soil for
providing energy through G . Figure 4b depicts the surface fields of G at midnight. At first
glance, it is clearly noticeable that upwards fluxes of this variable are always greater in the
FVC30 experiment, primarily in July, with differences around 30–40 W/m2. As mentioned
before, this difference in the ground heat fluxes comes from the lower Kt in vegetated
surfaces. During the day, the ground catches more energy (higher soil temperature) and
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during the night there is more heat available, besides heat can be released more easily to
the atmosphere.
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Figure 4. (a) Differences of LE (W/m2), H (W/m2) and EF between experiments FVC90 and FVC30 at 12 UTC. (b) G (W/m2)
for experiments FVC90 and FVC30 and its differences at 00 UTC. Monthly means of January, April, July and October.

3.2. Canopy Resistance and Soil Moisture

As commented before, the main differences in maximum temperatures are related
to the evaporative fraction. Let’s analyse them the canopy resistance as well as the
soil moisture.

Figure 5 show the Rc (expressed as logarithmic values) and the factors implied in its
calculation for FVC30 experiment. The main contribution clearly comes from SM deficit (F4)
with values very close to 0, showing a great difference respect the other factors. The FVC90
experiment presents a similar behaviour, being F4 lower, and therefore larger values of Rc
(not shown). The analysis of the Rc (logarithmic) for FVC30, FVC90 and their differences
(Figure 6a) displays that Rc evolves along the year with a minimum in Spring and a
maximum in October. Rc is always higher in FVC90 and the differences are greater in
summer, being the spatial pattern quite similar to the temperature differences at noon.

Regarding the SM, Figure 6b displays the monthly means for experiments FVFC30
and FVC90, and their differences for January, April, July and October for the third layer
(from 0.6 to 1 m depth). This is the deepest layer that can provide water to vegetation.
In this year, the soil moisture is decreasing along the year in both experiments reaching
the wilting point in a large portion of the domain (see Figure 7). However, the drying of
soil is faster in FVC90. Negative differences of SM appears everywhere along the whole
year. Greater FVC (FVC90) leads to a higher extraction of SM for Et in the root zone layers.
These differences reach its maximum in Summer (till 10%). Therefore the wilting point
(WP), starting point when transpiration stops (Figure 7), is reached earlier in time and
wider areas in FVC90 experiment. In addition, there is a reduction of the SM differences in
October. This can be attributed to the fact of FVC90 experiment reaches before the WP and
FVC30 can continue extracting water from soil.
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Reference
Point

 

Wilting
Point

 

Figure 7. Wilting point and Reference Point for SM (%).

Therefore, the changes in temperature related to FVC mainly depend on the time of
day and the availability of soil water. Figure 8 shows a clear example of this. We analyze
the daily cycles of temperature and heat fluxes for the two simulations at two points (N1
and S1, see Figure 8) with very different water regimes. N1 is located in one area where
there is not SM deficit along the year and there is just a slightly difference in Rc between
FVC90 and FVC30. The location of S1 presents a SM deficit and Rc is much greater in
FVC90 experiment.

Concerning nigh-time temperature, T2m is consistently minor in FVC90 for both
locations, as a result of G being lower throughout the night in this experiment. This is
linked with the reduction of Kt in presence of vegetation, inhibiting the release of energy
from soil layers to surface.

In N1, FVC30 T2m is always higher, but in winter, when temperature in both exper-
iments is almost equal during the day. In this case, although LE flux is higher, H flux is
also higher, due to the greater availability of energy due to the lower absorption by the soil.
The differences in the heat transferred to the soil are quite similar along the year, while
the amount of available energy is quite different depending on the season. This causes
that H to be larger in FVC30 in the rest of seasons, leading to higher temperatures. It is
also interesting that temperature differences between the experiments occur late in the
afternoon and early at night. This is coincident with the maximum differences of upward
ground heat flux.

In S1, the behaviour is similar while Rc difference is small (Winter and Spring). How-
ever, in Summer, LE is smaller in FVC90, leading to larger H and therefore to higher
temperature. This LE depletion is associated to the SM deficit and Rc in FVC90 experiment.
The effect of the higher vegetation coverage in FVC90 is a greater transpiration (LE fluxes)
when SM is not a limiting factor. This greater evaporation entails a greater SM extraction
from soil layers. Thereby, the WP is reached before in FVC90 that in FVC30 and this leads to
a reversion of the cooling effect of vegetation (see Figure 9). Therefore, FVC90 shows higher
temperature during the day, and lower temperatures during the night when soil moisture
is scarce and transpiration is inhibited, leading to a bigger temperature daily range.

The different behaviour of both locations along the year at midday is presented in
Figure 9. N1 is characterized by almost saturated soil in winter that evolves along the year
with a minimum around September. The values for FVC90 are always lower but SM is
always far from the WP. Temperature differences are negative, i.e., FVC90 shows lower
temperatures, specially in summer, when differences reach 1.5 ◦C. The colder temperature
is due to the higher LE in FVC90 because the larger capacity for extracting water from
soil. The behaviour in S1 is similar to N1 during the first months (from January to May).
However, after May SM of FVC90 experiment reaches the WP. At this point, LE strongly
decays leading to higher H that carries out higher temperatures. Note that in both locations,
G flux is always larger in FVC30 leading to (G–H) differences perfectly fits to LE.
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Figure 9. Monthly mean differences at midday between FVC90 and FVC30 experiments for temperature (◦C × 102) and
latent, sensible and ground heat fluxes (W/m2, left y-axis) . Shaded green area represents the differences of the soil moisture
at the third layer of the soil model (%, right y-axis). FVC90 has always the lower value. The constant dashed green-light line
represents the wilting point. Left (right) panel shows the results for N1 (S1).
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4. Discussion

In this work has been studied the sensitivity of temperature to changes of the FVC in a
RCM coupled to the Noah LSM. The analysis was performed by carrying out two identical
simulations of one full year with constant FVC (90 and 30%) for all land points of the
domain and times of the year. Our results, show how temperature is modified by changes
in FVC depending on the time of the year, the time of the day and soil moisture availability.

Increasing the FVC leads to decrease the thermal soil conductivity [17]. This implies a
reduction of ground heat fluxes. During the day the soil absorbs less heat and therefore
more sensible heat is available to warm the air. The final effect on temperature will depend
on the portion of such sensible and latent heat fluxes ratio and will be discussed later.
During the night the upward ground heat flux is diminished having as consequence a
faster cooling of the air. Therefore, during the night a larger FVC always causes cooling.

When soil moisture is available, a FVC increase causes higher latent heat release
through evapotranspiration. Therefore, during the day a larger FVC cools the air. The final
effects on temperature will depend on the excess of sensible heat mentioned above related
to the soil thermal conductivity. On the other hand, changes in FVC leads to changes
of a stress term in the canopy resistance parameterization [15] mainly trough the soil
moisture availability. Under high moisture stress, soil moisture near the WP, the latent heat
released by evapotranspiration is strongly diminished, therefore such cooling effect almost
disappears. This originates that an increase of FVC does not modify latent heat flux in
such conditions.

As mentioned before, larger FVC leads to a faster drying of soil which implies larger
effects on canopy resistance. High canopy resistance values inhibits water flux transpi-
ration. In a situation of scarce precipitation, a soil with higher FVC reaches the Wilting
Point before a less vegetated soil. This leads to have less latent heat, occasioning higher
diurnal temperatures.

This response was also analyzed by [18] while comparing simulations with fixed and
dynamic FVC studying North American monsoons. They also indicate the relevance of
soil moisture factor in their simulations and the fact that higher FVC not always enhances
EF and Et. Other authors also highlight the importance of canopy resistance physics in
controlling evaporation [9,46].

5. Conclusions

Summarizing, increasing FVC always entails lower temperatures at night. The max-
imum cooling occurs in places where cold air is accumulated (valleys, plane areas, etc).
If soil moisture is available, increasing FVC leads to a drop in temperature when the excess
of latent heat by evapotranspiration is larger that the excess of sensible heat due to the
lesser thermal soil conductivity. In winter months both almost compensate and diurnal
temperatures do not suffer great changes. However, in the rest of the year latent heat flux
is larger and air temperature decreases. In case of dry soils, latent heat becomes small
and temperature increases. In addition, more vegetation leads to faster drying of the soils,
reaching the WP before and provoking higher temperatures.

Note that this behavior is related with an increase of the daily temperature range.
In the case of our experiments, the mean annual differences over land are larger than 2 ◦C,
reaching some specific places at some months values above 5 ◦C when changing FVC
from 30 to 90%. It is worth mentioning that results can be model dependent, therefore
it would be desirable to perform more experiments using other LSMs based on varied
physical approaches.

Thus, we find a remarkable sensitivity of temperature to FVC. The FVC variations
imposed in our experiments could serve as an upper limit to the common differences that
can be found due to different factors such as inter-annual variability, reconstruction method
of FVC, NDVI databases, etc. Therefore, a correct estimation of FVC values is crucial in
order to improve temperature representation in RCMs. Moreover, the canopy resistance
parameterization is critical in understanding the final effect of FVC [18], then a correct
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representation of canopy resistance parameters like Rcmin [47] or parameters dependent of
soil type could have a non-negligible impact on RCM experiments.

Another important aspect may be the impact that the imposition of future vegetation
values may have on climate change scenarios. An excess of vegetation in areas where future
projections tend to give drier climates may amplify the estimates of increase in maximum
temperatures, with the consequent effect on heat waves. One interesting question may be
related to a better understanding of compound events such as droughts and fires. Areas
with large vegetation in situations of water stress can cause temperatures to rise more and
in turn make droughts more extreme increasing the probability of fires. On the other hand,
a future reduction of vegetation might lead to an increase of temperature, specially the
minimum ones, favoring extreme events such as raising the number of tropical nights.
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